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A pandemic novel Coronavirus(COVID 19) has left the world
devastated ,effecting lives of people everywhere.
As a preventive measure lockdown was imposed by our honourable prime
minister on 24th March,2020.The coronavirus warriors never took a sigh of
relief in order to protect us.
Admist the lockdown,many activities were carried out by NSS(school of
Electronics,KIIT).

 ACTIVITY 1 (Date: 16.03.20)
|Advice|

Poster was released to make people aware of the spreading of Corona virus,
it’s symptoms. Spreading awareness that We must do our part to fight the
fast spreading virus. We must eradicate COVID-19 before it eradicates us
completely.

 ACTIVITY 2 (Date: 19.03.20)
|JANTA CURFEW POSTER|

A poster was released requesting to follow Janta Curfew on Sunday
22nd March 2020 from 7am to 9pm and also thank all the people
continuously working for us since the past 2 months to fight the
pandemic by clapping, whistle, bell, thali from our balconies on 22nd
March at 5 PM.

 ACTIVITY 3 (Date: 20.03.20)
|Janta Curfew|

Janta curfew, an interesting proposition as corona virus spreads more
due to personal proximity within the distance of its spread and
personal contact.
A poster was released requesting everyone to follow Janta Curfew
and to keep clapping or ringing the bells for 5 minutes for everyone.

 ACTIVITY 4 (Date: 25.03.20)
|Lockdown|

On 24th March 2020, the government of India under Prime Minister
Narendra Modi ordered a nationwide lockdown of 21 days as a
preventive measure against Covid-19 pandemic.

A poster was released informing everyone about the same and
requesting to stay at home to be safe.

 ACTIVITY 5(Date: 04.04.20)
|An awareness video on Covid-19|

How we can be individual heroes in the society?
The video represented the guide to gain those superpowers to help our
mother Earth ,in fight against Corona Virus.

It further stated how we can keep ourselves safe during this
pandemic by abiding all the laws prescribed by the health ministry and
doing our part in tracking the Corona Virus to eradicate this on global
scale.

 ACTIVITY 6 (Date: 04.04.20)
|Coronavirus awareness|

A poster was released about five basic things like Social Distancing,
Being Cooperative, Paying Daily wages to the workers and providing
poor and stray animals with food and if possible with shelter , we can
prevent the spreading of this virus. . Requesting everyome to follow all
the guidelines provided by the government, surely we can come over
this period of pandemic

 ACTIVITY 7 (Date: 05.04.20)
|9 minutes|

A poster was released to request all to turn off all the lights of their
home and light candles,diyas or flashlights from 9 pm to 9:09 pm on
the 5th of April as a symbol of how we stand united and strong as
human beings against the dreaded corona virus that has ravaged
nations across the globe.

 ACTIVITY 8(Date: 13.04.20)
|How to make a simple face mask at home|

We all have learnt about the importance of leading a healthy and
hygienic lifestyle over the past few weeks to tackle the Coronavirus
looming all over us.
The most imortant tool to keep ourselves safe from the virus is a
face mask.

A tutorial video was created by the volunteers of NSS SoEE on
how to make a face mask right in our homes using some basic
commodities since it was really tough to find a face mask in the
market nowadays.

 ACTIVITY 9 (Date: 23.04.20)
|How to clean our hands without wasting water|

We are living in dire times where maintaining a strict hygiene is of the
utmost importance.Washing hands regularly serves as a bridge between
life and death.

A tutorial video was created by the volunteers of NSS SoEE describing
how we can maintain clean hands without
wasting one drop of water more than what is necessary.

 ACTIVITY 10 (Date: 08.04.20)
|Awareness video on COVID-19)

Video awareness on how we are collectively facing a Pandemic threat
that is sweeping across the humanity beyond oceans and borders.
Considering the seriousness of COVID-19, this the time to join hands
virtually and fight against this disease. Acknowledge the issue, care for
precautions, act in the best health interests of society and isolated, yet
together, we shall hurt Corona.

 ACTIVITY 11 (Date: 08.04.20)
|SAFETY PRECAUTIONS ON COVID-19|

A video was spread informing everyone why we need to protect
ourselves from corona virus and how we can do it by following some
basic steps, we can help reduce your risk and do our part to protect
others.

